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Aims of Unit The unit gives data for a fictitious radioactive element, Nathanium, and 

this requires students to do an elementary analysis to find it’s half-life, 

and guides the student to graphically analyse the data using log graph 

methods. 

Indicative content Count rates, half-life, log graphs. 

Resources needed Pupils will need a copy of the worksheet either in hard copy or 

electronic form, they will also need a calculator and graph paper. 

Teachers notes This activity is a suitable main activity and would require about 35 

minutes to complete. It is suitable for 14+ pupils. 

It would also be suitable for a homework activity. 

Learning outcomes for this activity 

All pupils will be able to calculate the rate per minute given the data 

provided. 

Most pupils must be able to Calculate the log of this data and plot this 

data onto a suitable graph. 

Some pupils will be able to use the formula provided to calculate half-

life. 

 

 



Date: Topic: Radiaactive Nathanium Time: 30 minutes Class: 14+ 

 

 SEN pupils Gifted and Talented Class Room Support 

Equipment needed for this activity: 

Pupils will need a copy of worksheet in either hard or electronic copy. 

Graph paper and calculated. 

 

 

Health and Safety: 

None 

Learning outcomes for this activity 

 

All pupils will be able to calculate the rate per minute given the data provided. 

 

Most pupils must be able to Calculate the log of this data and plot this data onto a 

suitable graph. 

 

Some pupils will be able to use the formula provided to calculate half-life. 



 

Starter Activity 

 

 

 

 

Main Activity 

Pupils are provided with data and a table as well as with clear instructions and are required to follow each step and calculate the 

half-life. 

 

 

 

Plenary Activity 

 

 

 

 

 

Reflections on the lesson 



                                                    Radioactive Nathanium 
 
The newly discovered super super-heavy isotope nathanium-659 is found to be 
radioactive and a small sample has its count rate measured at intervals of 1 minute. 
The background count in the environment where the nathanium is measured has 
already found to be 32 per minute. 
 
  Time in minutes 
              t 

Measured count      
rate per minute 

Corrected count 
rate per minute, A 

           ln A 

              0           787   
              1           633   
              2           525   
              3           401   
              4           316   
              5           262   
              6           223   
              7           175   
              8           152   
              9            121   
             10           105   
             11            88   
             12            76   
 
To analyse the results the obvious thing to do first is to plot a graph of corrected count 
rate and time. 
 
a) Plot this graph with corrected count rate A on the vertical axis and time t on the 

horizontal axis. 
b) From the graph, estimate the half-life of nathanium. 
 
A better way to calculate the half-life is to use the following method. We start with a 
relationship between lnA and t, which you should be able to find derived in any 
standard text book at this level. 
 
                                              ln (A/A0)  =  -  λt 
 
In this equation A0 is an initial count rate which we can ignore for this analysis, and λ 
is the radioactive decay constant for nathanium. 
 
This can be written, 
 
                                      ln A  - ln A0  = - λt 
 
Now proceed as follows, 
 
c) rearrange the equation with ln A as the subject and compare it with the standard 

equation for a linear relationship y = mx + c 
 
d) plot a new graph with  ln A on the y-axis and t on the x-axis – what will the 



 
       gradient of this graph represent? 
 
e) Find a value for λ from your graph – this is a measure of the radioactivity of  

nathanium. To find its half-life use the relationship, 
 
                                           t1/2  =  ln2 / λ. 
 
NOTE: Nathanium-659 does not exist, but if it did this analysis would work and 
is applicable to all known radioisotopes. 


